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In this paper, new fractional matrix generation by using different the periodic matrix sequences are
considered. For a periodic matrix with period P, its integer forms and fractional forms can constitute
different periodic matrix sequences. The series of the periodic matrix sequence can be used to compute
and construct different fractional matrices, which is depended on the relationship between the period
and the size of the periodic matrix sequence. The proposed fractional matrix generation method is
general and can be used to any periodic matrices. Then, we extend the new fractional matrices to multi-
order forms, which can be used in image encryption. Simulation results and the application example in
image encryption using the obtained new fractional matrix are also presented.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction
As the generalization of a conventional Fourier transform, the
fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) was originally introduced in
1980 by Namias as a mathematical tool for solving theoretical
physical problems [1], but did not gain much attention until its
reintroduction to optics in 1993 by Mendlovic and Ozaktas [2–4]
and Lohmann [5]. Since then a lot of work has been done on its
properties and optics implementations [6–9], and it has been
widely studied and advances into application areas, such as beam
shaping, signal processing and image processing [10–19].
Due to the fact that the FRFT is a useful tool in solving problems
in the above areas, the discrete FRFT (DFRFT) has become an
important issue recently. In [20], Pei et al. deﬁned the DFRFT based
on the eigendecomposition of the DFT matrix F where the
eigenvectors are Hermite–Gaussian-like functions. In [21], Candan
et al. consolidated and provided discussions on this deﬁnition of
the DFRFT. In [22–24], Hanna et al. considered the generation of
Hermite–Gaussian-like eigenvectors of F using the singular value
decomposition and direct batch evaluation to obtain the DFRFT.
Other F-commuting matrices whose eigenvectors are better
approximate the continuous Hermite–Gaussian functions are
introduced in [25–28]. In [29], Yeh and Pei developed a novel
method to compute the DFRFT, by which the DFRFT of any order
(angle) can be computed by a linear combination of the DFRFTs
with special orders. Following Yeh and Pei’s work, we have
investigated properties and generalized aspects about a linear
summation of fractional matrices [30].
In fact, the linear summation of a fractional matrix sequence
implies a construction method for new fractional matrices. In this
paper, we explore this method systematically and obtain some
interesting properties of the periodic matrix sequence. We ﬁrstly
present the physical meaning of the rotational angle for fractional
matrices. Then, we derive some new fractional matrices by the
series of different periodic matrix sequences, including some
typical periodic matrices used in signal processing. Some simula-
tions of new fractional matrices and an application of image
encryption using these new fractional matrices are presented.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The continuous FRFT
The continuous FRFT of a signal xðtÞ with angle α is deﬁned as
[8,9]
XαðuÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 j cot α
p

Z 1
1
xðtÞejπðt2þu2Þcot α j2πutcscαdt: ð1Þ
The transform angle α¼ a π=2 indicates the rotation angle in
the time–frequency plane. Obviously, the FRFT reduces to the
identity transform and the conventional Fourier transform (FT) for
α¼ 0 and α¼ π=2, respectively. The fundamental property of the
FRFT is the angle additivity property, i.e., two successive FRFTs
with angles α and η is another FRFT with angle αþη, and
consequently the inverse FRFT is given by the FRFT with angle α.
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2.2. The deﬁnition of DFRFT
The ath-order NN DFRFT kernel deﬁned through the eigen-
decomposition method is [20,21]
Fa ¼VDaVT ¼ ∑
N2
k ¼ 0
e j
π
2 kavkvTkþe j
π
2MavkvTk ð2Þ
where V¼ v0jv1j⋯vN2jvN1½ , M¼N1 when N is odd and
V¼ v0jv1j⋯vN2jvN½ , M¼N when N is even, and vk is the kth
Hermite–Gaussian-like eigenvector. Da is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal entries corresponding to the eigenvalues for column
eigenvectors in matrix V.
2.3. Linear summation of fractional matrices
When we compute the DFRFT based on the eigendecomposi-
tion method, the transform kernel needs to be recomputed while
the transform order is changed. This computation cost is very large
in practical situation of the DFRFT computation with multiple
orders such as signal detection and estimation, noise ﬁltering, and
pattern recognition. In [29], a new computation method for the
eigendecomposition-based DFRFT is developed. The ath-order N 
N DFRFT matrix Fa can be computed as Fa ¼∑N1n ¼ 0Bn;aFnb where
b¼ 4=N. The weighting coefﬁcients are computed as Bn;a ¼ ð1=NÞ
ð1ejNðπ=2ÞðnbaÞÞ=ð1ejðπ=2ÞðnbaÞÞ. With this method, the DFRFT
of any order can be computed by a linear combination of the
DFRFTs with special orders.
In fact, this computation method for the DFRFT implies the idea
of linear summation of multiple fractional matrices. Note that the
sizes and the periods of these matrices are equal. In [30], the linear
summation of fractional matrices is generated to any diagonaliz-
able periodic matrix.
Proposition 1. Assume that L is a N N periodic matrix satisfying
LP ¼ I and its diagonalized form is L¼VDVH . Then, the matrix
La ¼ VDaVH and the matrix LaS ¼∑P1n ¼ 0Cn;aLn are equal when N¼ P,
where the coefﬁcients are given by Cn;a ¼ ð1=PÞð1ej2πðnaÞÞ=
ð1ejð2π=PÞðnaÞÞ.
Proposition 2. Assume that L is a N N periodic matrix satisfying
LP ¼ I and its diagonalized form is L¼VDVH . Let b¼ P=N and
K¼ Lb ¼ LP=N ¼VDP=NVH . Then, La can be expressed as
La ¼Ka=bS ¼∑N1n ¼ 0Cn;a=bKn.
Proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 can be referred in [30].
In Proposition 1, the size and the period of the periodic matrix L
are equal, i.e., N¼ P. In this case we can use the linear summation
∑P1n ¼ 0Cn;aL
n to compute La. Specially, for any vector x whose
length is 4, we have Fax¼∑3n ¼ 0Cn;aFnx. For the case that NaP,
we denote the matrix K¼ LP=N ¼VDP=NVH as is shown in Proposi-
tion 2. Then we have KN ¼ I which has the property that the size
and the period of the constructed matrix K¼ LP=N are equal.
Therefore, we can compute La as ∑N1n ¼ 0Cn;a=bK
n.
3. New fractional matrix generation by periodic matrix
sequences and its applications in image encryption
3.1. Order and angle parameters representation for fractional
periodic matrices in the time–frequency plane
The Fourier transform of a signal can be viewed as a counter-
clockwise rotation by an angle of π=2 in the time–frequency plane,
and the FRFT corresponds to a rotation by an angle α [8,9]. Similar
to the continuous case, the DFT and the DFRFT can be regarded as a
π=2 and an α rotation for the discrete signal, respectively. There-
fore, the DFT matrix F and the DFRFT matrix Fa can be described
both by their orders and rotational angles equivalently, where the
rotation angle α and the order a of the transform matrix have a
relation α¼ a π=2.
For the FRFT, it has the following important properties: (1)
marginal property, i.e., reduction to the FT and identity operator
when a¼ 1 and a¼ 0, respectively; (2) additivity property, i.e.,
FaFb ¼ Faþb. Moreover, the Wigner distribution of the FRFTed
signal with angle α¼ a π=2 is a counterclockwise rotated version
of the Wigner distribution of the original signal by the same
angle in the time–frequency plane. That is WXα ðt; f Þ ¼
Wxðt cos α f sin α; t sin αþ f cos αÞ where WXα ðt; f Þ and
Wxðt; f Þ denotes the Wigner distributions of the FRFTed signal Xα
and the original signal x, respectively. These important properties
conﬁrm the view of the FRFT as a rotation of the signal in the
time–frequency plane.
Besides the DFRFT, fractional version of other signal transforms
based on eigendecomposition method and these applications are
proposed and discussed, such as the discrete cosine transform
(DCT), the discrete sine transform (DST), and the discrete Hartley
transform (DHT) [31–36]. Unlike the FRFT, these fractional trans-
forms cannot be viewed as the rotation of the signal in the time–
frequency plane. However, since these fractional transforms satisfy
the additivity property and marginal property, these fractional
transforms are viewed as the “fractional” versions of the original
transforms and use the order a or angle α as the transform
parameter. Similarly, for a periodic matrix L we also use its order
a or angle α as the transform parameter, though it cannot be
considered as a rotation with angle α in the time–frequency plane.
Note that the DFT matrix F is a periodic matrix with period 4. In
order to make the DFT matrix F as a special case for the transform
matrix with period 4, we use an angle of 2π=P to denote the
transform parameter for a periodic transform matrix L with period
P. Then we denote the matrix L in the time–frequency plane
according to its angle parameters α.
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Fig. 1. (a) Denotation of Ln , (b) Fn with size 4 4, and (c) Kn with angle parameters.
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Following this interpretation, n applications of L, i.e., Ln, give a
rotation of α¼ n 2π=P and La give a rotation of α¼ a 2π=P,
respectively. Therefore, Ln and La can be denoted in the time–
frequency plane with respect to their angle parameters α, which is
shown in Fig. 1(a). According to Proposition 1, a fractional matrix
La can be expressed by a series of a periodic matrix sequence
fI; L;…; LP1g which only has P independent matrices and corre-
sponds to P rotational angles 0;2π=P;…; ðP1Þ  2π=P . As a
special case, when L is the 4 4 DFT matrix, we have
Fa ¼∑3n ¼ 0Cn;aFn. Fig. 1(b) shows the Fourier matrix sequence
fI; F; F2; F3g and the fractional Fourier matrix Fa.
In practical applications, the size of the matrix is always
greater than the period of the matrix, i.e., N4P. According to
Proposition 2, the fractional matrix can be expanded into a series
of a matrix sequence fI;K;…;KN1g. Since K¼ LP=N corresponds a
rotation by an angle of 2π=N, the matrix sequence fI;K;…;KN1g
can be consequently denoted in the time–frequency plane with
respect to the rotational angle parameters n 2π=N, which is
shown in Fig. 1(c).
3.2. New fractional matrices generated by matrix sequences
As stated by Propositions 1 and 2, for a periodic matrix L with
period P, the ath-order matrix La can be expressed by a series of a
periodic matrix sequence fI; L;…; LP1g or a periodic matrix
sequence fI;K;…;KN1g ¼ fI; Lb;…; LðN1Þbg when N¼ P and
N4P, respectively. Note that, no matter N¼ P and N4P, the size
and the period of the matrix L or K are always equal. Therefore, an
interesting question has appeared: If the size and the period of the
matrix are not equal, what matrix will be obtained from a series of
the periodic matrix sequence fI; L;…; LP1g or fI;K;…;KN1g.
Let us consider a linear summation of a periodic matrix
sequence fI; L;…; LP1gwith the size N  N. We have the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that L is a N  N periodic matrix satisfying
LP ¼ I and its diagonalized form is L¼ VDVH where N4P. Then, the
new fractional matrix obtained by a linear summation of the matrix
sequence fLng
LaA ¼ ∑
P1
n ¼ 0
Cn;aLn ð3Þ
with coefﬁcients Cn;a ¼ ð1=PÞð1ej2πðnaÞÞ=ð1ejð2π=PÞðnaÞÞ satisﬁes
Lsþ τA ¼ LsA  LτA; L1A ¼ L and LPA ¼ I: ð4Þ
Proof. Substituting (3) into LsA  LτA, and considering that
LmLn ¼ Lmþn and LP ¼ I, we can obtain LsA  LτA ¼∑P1n ¼ 0rnLn where
rn are the coefﬁcients to Ln. Let r¼ r0 r1 ⋯ rP1
 T ,
Cs ¼ C0;s C1;s ⋯ CP1;s
h iT
, and cirlðCsÞ be the l-th right
circular shift of Cs. Then, r can be expressed as
r¼ cir0ðCτÞ cir1ðCτÞ ⋯ cirP1ðCτÞ
h i
 Cs ¼ Cir Cs ð5Þ
where Cir denotes the right circular matrix.
Denoting es ¼ ½ e jð2π=PÞ Us U0 e jð2π=PÞ Us U1 ⋯e jð2π=PÞsðP1ÞT ,
coefﬁcient vector Cs becomes Cs ¼ F1es. Noting that
F¼ e0 e1 ⋯ eP1
 
, we have
C0 C1 ⋯ CP1
 ¼ F1 e0 e1 ⋯ eP1 ¼ I; ð6Þ
which shows L1A ¼ L. Using the circular shift property of the DFT,
we obtain FUcirlðCτÞ ¼ eτ  el where  denotes the Hadamard
product or elementwise product. Moreover, it becomes
F Cir
 F1 ¼ diag e jð2π=PÞτ0 e jð2π=PÞτ1 ⋯ e jð2π=PÞτðP1Þ
 
:
ð7Þ
Substituting Cs into (7), we have Cir Cs ¼ F1  esþ τ ¼ Csþ τ .
Thus, (5) becomes
r¼ Cir  Cs ¼ Csþ τ: ð8Þ
Combining (3), we obtain Lsþ τA ¼ LsA  LτA and LPA ¼ L1A⋯L1A ¼
L1⋯L1 ¼ LP ¼ I.■
According to Proposition 2, for an N  N periodic matrix L with
a period P, the fractional matrix La can be expanded onto the
matrix sequence fI;K;…;KN1g where K¼ LP=N . However, this
process is replaced by the matrix sequence fI; L;…; LP1g in
Theorem 1. Since the matrix sequence fI;K;…;KN1g and the
matrix sequence fI; L;…; LP1g can be denoted in the time–
frequency plane with respect to their rotational angle parameters
n 2π=N and n 2π=P, respectively. Therefore, the matrix
sequence fI; L;…; LP1g can be regarded as a decimation-like
process for the matrix sequence fI;K;…;KN1g. We show this
process in Fig. 2(a) where hexagons denote fI; L;…; LP1g. Since we
use a decimated version of the sequence fI;K;…;KN1g for a linear
summation when N4P, LaAaL
a. However, the matrix LaA satisﬁes
(4), and we think it as a fractional matrix.
Remarks. In Theorem 1, we have considered the case that the N 
N matrix sequence fI; L;…; LP1g is directly used to complete a
linear summation process. This can be regarded as an extension for
Proposition 1. Similarly, when the matrix sequence fI;R;…;RM1g
is used for a linear summation where R¼ LP=M and N4M4P. We
can obtain the extension for Proposition 2 which has been derived
in [30] (Theorem 4). That is LaB ¼∑M1n ¼ 0Cn;aRn ¼∑M1n ¼ 0Cn; aLnðP=MÞ
satisﬁes Lsþ τB ¼ LsB  LτB, L1B ¼ R and LMB ¼ I. From this extension, the
period of R is M and the matrix sequence fI;R;…;RM1g can be
denoted with respect to their angle parameters n 2π=M rather
than n 2π=N, which can be regarded as a resampling-like
process for fI;K;…;KN1g. The matrix sequence fI;R;…;RM1g is
shown in Fig. 2(b). Since matrix sequence used for the linear
summation is fI;R;…;RM1g rather than fI;K;…;KN1g and
fI; L;…; LP1g, we have LaBaLa and LaBaLaA.
From Theorem 1, we have obtained a new N  N fractional matrix
LaA when N4P. Since L
a
A is a linear summation of I; L;…; L
P1
n o
, it is
also a periodic matrix with the period P, i.e., LPA ¼ I. If we use the
periodic matrix sequence fI; LbA;…; LðN1ÞbA g instead of the periodic
matrix sequence fI;K;…;KN1g ¼ fI; Lb;…; LðN1Þbg to construct a
I
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•
•
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Fig. 2. (a) Denotation of fI; L;…; LP1g and (b) fI;R;…;RM1g.
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matrix series when N4P, we can obtain another new fractional
matrix.
Theorem 2. Assume an N  N matrix L be a matrix satisfying LP ¼ I
and its diagonalized form be L¼VDVH where N4P. Let b¼ P=N, and
LaA ¼∑P1n ¼ 0Cn;aLn where Cn;a ¼ ð1=PÞð1ej2πðnaÞÞ=ð1ejð2π=PÞðnaÞÞ.
Then, the new matrix obtained by a linear summation of the matrix
sequence fI; LbA;…; LðN1ÞbA g
LaC ¼ ∑
N1
n ¼ 0
Dn;aLnbA ð9Þ
with coefﬁcients Dn;a ¼ ð1=NÞð1ej2πðnaÞÞ=ð1ejð2π=NÞðnaÞÞ satis-
ﬁes
Lsþ τC ¼ LsC  LτC; L1C ¼ LbA and LNC ¼ I: ð10Þ
Proof. Considering ðLbAÞm  ðLbAÞn ¼ ðLbAÞmþn and ðLbAÞN ¼ I, we have
LsC  LτC ¼∑N1n ¼ 0rnðLbAÞn. Using similar denotation in proof of The-
orem1, we can obtain
D0 D1 ⋯ DN1
 ¼ I; and r¼ Cir  Ds ¼Dsþ τ ; ð11Þ
which shows that L1C ¼ LbA and Lsþ τC ¼ LsC  LτC. Then, we have
LNC ¼ LbA⋯LbA ¼ ðLbAÞN ¼ LPA ¼ I.■
From Theorem 2, the new matrix LaC is obtained through two
periodic matrix sequences, i.e., fI; L;…; LP1g and fI; LbA;…; LðN1ÞbA g.
According to the preceding results, the ﬁrst matrix sequence can
be denoted with angle parameter n 2π=P, whereas the second
matrix sequence can be denoted with angle parameter n 2π=N.
They are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Similarly, if we use the periodic matrix sequence fI; LP=MA ;
…; LðN1ÞP=MA g instead of fI;R;…;RM1g ¼ fI; LP=M ;…; LðN1ÞP=Mg to
construct a matrix series when N4M4P, we can obtain the
following result.
Theorem 3. Assume an N  N matrix L be a matrix satisfying LP ¼ I
and its diagonalized form be L¼VDVH. Let LaA ¼∑P1n ¼ 0Cn;aLn where
Cn;a ¼ ð1=PÞð1ej2πðnaÞÞ=ð1ejð2π=PÞðnaÞÞ. Then, the new matrix
obtained by a linear summation of fI; LP=MA ;…; L
ðN1ÞP=M
A g
LaD ¼ ∑
M1
n ¼ 0
Dn;aL
nðP=MÞ
A ð12Þ
with coefﬁcients Dn;a ¼ ð1=MÞð1ej2πðnaÞÞ=ð1ejð2π=MÞðnaÞÞ and
N4M4P satisﬁes
Lsþ τD ¼ LsD  LτD; L1D ¼ LP=MA and LMD ¼ I: ð13Þ
Proof. Using the results of Theorems 1, we can derive (13) by
utilizing similar notations and derivations in proof of Theorem 2.■
We can see that, the matrix LaD is also obtained through two
periodic matrix sequences, i.e., fI; L;…; LP1g and fI; LP=MA ;…;
LðN1ÞP=MA g, and they are denoted in Fig. 4. Note that the derived
new fractional matrices LaA, L
a
B, L
a
C and L
a
D are associated with the
resampling of the matrix sequences with respect to the rotational
angles.
Remarks. From above theorems we can see that using the
particular weighted coefﬁcient, the periodic matrix sequence can
construct a matrix series that gives a new fractional matrix which
satisﬁes the additivity and marginal properties. Moreover, it is
shown that for the periodic matrix L, different fractional versions
of the matrix L can be obtained by using its different forms in the
matrix series. These results extend the multiplicity of the frac-
tional matrices and construct new relationships between different
fractional versions of a periodic matrix.
3.3. Series of some typical periodic matrix sequence
We have obtained some new fractional matrices by using
periodic matrix sequences. Some typical periodic matrices such
as the DFT matrix F, the DCT matrix C, the DST matrix S, and the
discrete Hartley transform (DHT) matrix H have practical applica-
tions in image and signal processing. Utilizing above theorems, we
can also obtain their new fractional forms.
For the DFT matrix F, it is a periodic matrix with period 4. Thus,
we can obtain its fractional forms through a linear summation of
given matrix sequences. For example, the fractional form FaC is
illustrated in Fig. 5(a) with N¼8.
For the DCT and DST, several types of the DCT and DST have
been developed and successfully used in signal processing. How-
ever, only DCT-I, DST-I, DCT-IV, and DST-IV matrices have sym-
metric structures and are periodic with period 2 [31–35]. So we
only consider DCT-I, DST-I, DCT-IV, and DST-IV here. The deﬁni-
tions of DCT-I, DST-I, DCT-IV, and DST-IV matrices are as follows
[31–33].
DCT I : CI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
N
q
kmkn cos mnπN
  
for m;n¼ 0;1;…;N;
DST I : SI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
N
q
sin mnπN
  
for m;n¼ 1;2;…;N1;
DCT IV : CIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
N
q
cos mþð1=2Þð Þ nþð1=2Þð ÞπN
	 
h i
for m;n¼ 1;2;…;N1;
DST IV : SIV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
N
q
sin mð1=2Þð Þ nð1=2Þð ÞπN
	 
h i
for m;n¼ 1;2;…;N;
where km and kn are deﬁned as km ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
for m¼ 0 and m¼N,
and km ¼ 1 for others.
The deﬁnition of the DHT matrix is deﬁned as [36]
H¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
N
q 
cos 2πmnN
 þ sin 2πmnN 

for m;n¼ 0;1;…;N1:
For these deﬁnitions of DCT, DST and DHT matrices, they are
periodic matrices with period 2. Therefore, we can obtain their
fractional forms by the matrix sequences using derived theorems.
For example, the fractional matrix HaB for DHT matrix H is
illustrated in Fig. 5(b) where N¼2M¼8.
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Fig. 3. Denotation of two periodic matrix sequences used for LaC.
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Fig. 4. Denotation of two periodic matrix sequences used for LaD.
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3.4. The double random phase encoding used by two-dimensional
(2D) transform kernel matrix
The continuous FT and FRFT were successfully used for data
security applications. In recent years, a number of new methods
based on the FT and some fractional transforms are proposed for
image encryption by use of optical systems [37–42], because of
their distinct advantages of processing 2D complex data in parallel
and at high speed and signiﬁcantly improving data security.
Refregier and Javidi [40] have proposed a widely used and highly
successful optical encryption technique referred as double random
phase Fourier-plane encoding. In this method, the data to be
encrypted in the input plane, is multiplied by a random phase
function. A FT is taken and multiplied by a second random phase
function (referred to as the key), statistically independent of the
ﬁrst, in the encryption plane. A second FT gives the encrypted data
in the output plane. Then, a generalization of the double random
phase encoding method has been proposed by Unnikrishnan and
Singh [41], in which the conventional FT was replaced by the FRFT.
The resulting keys for decryption are the orders of the FRFT and
the random phase codes used in the encryption process.
In our proposed method, we have considered new fractional
matrix generation by using different periodic matrix sequences.
Therefore, by replacing FRFT with our new fractional matrices in
the double random fractional Fourier encoding, we propose the
double random phase encoding scheme using the obtained new
fractional matrices to encrypt digital images, where the encryption
and decryption processes are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7, respec-
tively. In Figs. 6 and 7, ½expðjγðx; yÞÞ and ½expðjλðx; yÞÞ denote the
two X  Y size random phase matrices, where γðx; yÞ and λðx; yÞ
with 1rxrX and 1ryrY are independent and both uniformly
distributed in ½0;2π.
For an X  Y image W, the 2D transform kernel matrix used
here is
LLa;bD ¼ LaD  LbD; ð14Þ
where  denotes the tensor product, and LaD and LbD are the X 
point and Y  point transform kernel matrices, respectively. Note
that since the 2D fractional matrix LLa;bD is composed of two one
dimensional (1D) fractional matrices LaD and L
b
D, the order a and the
parameter M1 of the fractional matrix L
a
D and the order b and the
parameter M2 of the fractional matrix L
b
D constitute the keys for
decryption. Similarly, the order c and the parameter M3 of the
fractional matrix LcD and the order d and the parameter M4 of the
fractional matrix LdD constitute the keys for decryption in the
double random phase encoding using the obtained 2D transform
kernel matrices.
In [42], Pei and Hsue have proposed the multi-parameter (i.e.,
multi-order) discrete fractional Fourier transform (MPDFRFT),
which reduces to the DFRFT when all of multiple orders are the
same. He has exploited its multiple-order feature and proposed
the double random phase encoding in the MPDFRFT domain for
encrypting digital data. Inspired by this idea, we can extend the
proposed new fractional matrices to multi-order form, and then
encrypt digital image by this new multi-order fractional matrices
with the double random phase encoding to further enhance the
security of the encryption system. That is to say, for an X  Y
image W, the 2D transform kernel matrix with multi-orders is
LLa;bD ¼ LaD  LbD; ð15Þ
where LaD and L
b
D are the X  point and Y  point transform kernel
matrices, respectively, and a and b are the order vectors of sizes
1 X and 1 Y , respectively. Note that since the 2D fractional
matrix LLa;bD is composed of two 1D fractional matrices L
a
D and L
b
D,
the order vector a and the parameter M1 of the fractional matrix
LaD and the order vector b and the parameter M2 of the fractional
matrix LbD constitute the keys for decryption. In the double random
phase encoding using the 2D transform kernel matrix with multi-
orders, the order vector c and the parameter M3 of the fractional
matrix LcD and the order vector d and the parameter M4 of the
fractional matrix LdD are also the keys of decryption. Without loss
of generality, we choose M1 ¼M3 and M2 ¼M4.
From the proposed encryption scheme, the order vectors and the
parameters of the fractional matrices and the random phase codes
constitute the keys for decryption of the double random phase
encoding in the proposed method. This encryption method signiﬁ-
cantly improves data security because not only the order vectors
used in 2D transform kernel matrix with multi-orders can be
exploited as extra keys for decryption, but also the parameters of
the obtained new fractional matrices are ﬂexible and can be changed.
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4. Simulation results
4.1. Some examples of new fractional matrices
Example 1. Fractional DHT of Rectangular Function. In this exam-
ple, we consider the fractional DHT of a rectangular function HaAx.
The discrete signal x used here is a rectangular function within
56;56½ : xðnÞ ¼ 1, 12rnr12; otherwise xðnÞ ¼ 0. The trans-
form results, i.e., HaAx are shown in Fig. 8 for different orders.
Example 2. Fractional DST of Rectangular Function. In this exam-
ple, the results of fractional DST-I with different M values and
orders, i.e., SaBx, are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. We can see that the
transform matrix SaB depends on both M and a.
4.2. Image encryption using new fractional matrices
Example 3. Computer simulations are performed to verify the
proposed encryption technique for double images. In all of the
following computer simulations, we use the same random phase
matrices for encryptions and decryptions, which are generated from a
random number generator in MATLAB. We choose one fractional form
of DHT HaB to complete encryption. The grayscale image of “Lena”with
a size of 512 512 pixel, as shown in Fig. 11(a), is the original image.
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Fig. 7. Decryption process of the double random phase encoding using the obtained new fractional matrices.
Fig. 8. The transform results HaAx for different orders.
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The 2D transform kernel matrix used here is
HHa;bB ¼HaB  HbB: ð16Þ
In the double random phase encoding using 2D transform
kernel matrix, the orders of the ﬁrst 2D fractional matrix are set as
ða; bÞ, and the orders of the second 2D fractional matrix are set as
ðc; dÞ. The amplitude of the complex-valued encrypted image with
orders a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13; d¼ 12 and parameters M1 ¼M2
¼ 20 is shown in Fig. 11(b).
To retrieve the grayscale image which is the amplitude of the
decrypted complex signal, the keys of decryption process consist
of the orders and the parameters of the two 2D fractional matrices.
Fig. 11(c) shows the decrypted image using the correct transform
orders and parameters. In Fig. 12, we illustrate the decrypted
images using the incorrect orders and parameters in different
cases. In Fig. 12(a), the parameters of the decrypted 2D fractional
matrices are correct, that is M1 ¼M2 ¼ 20, but the orders of the
decrypted 2D fractional matrices are a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13;
d¼ 13; in Fig. 12(b), the orders of the decrypted 2D fractional
matrices are correct, but the parameters are M1 ¼ 20;M2 ¼ 19; in
Fig. 12(c), the orders and parameters used for decryption are
a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13; d¼ 13 and M1 ¼ 20; M2 ¼ 19.
In addition, we study the sensitivities of the transform orders
and parameters which are parts of the decryption keys. The mean
square error (MSE) between the original image and the decrypted
image is employed here to measure the robustness against the
blind decryption with respect to the fractional orders and para-
meters. Mathematically, let Wðx; yÞ and Zðx; yÞ denote the original
image and the amplitudes of the decrypted image of the pixel
ðx; yÞ, respectively. Then the MSE can be deﬁned as follows:
MSE¼ 1
XY
∑
X
x ¼ 1
∑
Y
y ¼ 1
½Wðx; yÞZðx; yÞ2; ð17Þ
where X and Y indicate the sizes of the image. In the following
simulation as depicted in Fig. 13, different errors are introduced to
the orders of the two 2D fractional matrices. We use a¼ 11:5þ
δ; b¼ 10; c¼ 13; d¼ 12, a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10þδ; c¼ 13; d¼ 12,
a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13þδ; d¼ 12 and a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼
13; d¼ 12þδ instead of the correct orders a¼ 11:5; b¼
10; c¼ 13; d¼ 12 in the decryption process, respectively, where
δ denotes the deviation from the correct orders and varies from
Fig. 9. The results of fractional DST SaBx with M¼10 for different orders.
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10 to 10. We calculate the MSE between the original image and
the corresponding decrypted image, respectively, and plot their
curves as a function of the order deviation δ in each 2D fractional
matrix in Fig. 13. Other keys used for encryption and decryption
are the correct ones in this simulation. It is noted from Fig. 13 that
a deviation of 0.05 in any secret key will result in the MSE more
than 16 dB. Here, we should pay attention to the deviation of 0.05
in the secret key. In Section 3.1, we know that the period of a
fractional Fourier matrix is 4, that is to say, F4 ¼ I. However, our
new fractional matrix satisﬁes LMD ¼ ðF4=MÞM ¼ I, which enlarge the
period of our new fractional matrix toM. So the resolution of order
in the decryption process is 0:05=20¼ 0:01=4, which is equivalent
to the resolution of order in the conventional double random
phase encoding.
Fig. 10. The results of fractional DST SaBx with M¼50 for different orders.
Fig. 11. The double random phase encoding using the obtained 2D transform kernel matrix. (a) Original image; (b) encrypted image; (c) decrypted image with the correct
orders and parameters.
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In the following simulation, different errors are introduced to
the parameters of the two 2D fractional matrices. We use para-
meters M1 ¼ 20þΔ1 and M2 ¼ 20þΔ2 instead of the correct
parameters M1 ¼M2 ¼ 20 in the decrypting process, where Δ1
and Δ2 denote the deviation from correct parameter and vary from
19 to 19. We calculate the MSE between the original image and
the corresponding decrypted image, and plot the curve as a
function of the parameter deviations Δ1 and Δ2 in each 2D
fractional matrix. Other keys used for encryption and decryption
are the correct ones in this simulation. It should be noted that an
error of 1 or more in any of the parameter deviations will result in
the MSE more than 38 dB.
Therefore, from Figs. 13 and 14 we realize that the orders and
parameters of the two 2D fractional matrices should be matched
precisely when recovering the correct image, which are conse-
quently more sensitive to the variations of orders and parameters
when decrypting.
Next, we perform another computer experiment to illustrate
the effects of decryption on the double random phase encoding
using the new multi-order transform kernel matrix. Let a, b, c and
d denote the order vectors employed in the encryption process.
We also use the 512 512 size “Lena” as the original image. Fig. 15
(a) shows the magnitude image of its encryption output using the
obtained 2D transform kernel matrices with multi-orders, where
the elements of the 1 512 encryption order vectors a, b, c and d
are independent and randomly chosen from the interval ½0;11:5,
½0;10, ½0;13 and ½0;12, respectively. Then, we use the correct
order vectors for decryption, and the decrypted output is shown in
Fig. 12. Decrypted images using incorrect keys: (a) a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13; d¼ 13 and M1 ¼M2 ¼ 20; (b) a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13; d¼ 12 and M1 ¼ 20;M2 ¼ 19; (c)
a¼ 11:5; b¼ 10; c¼ 13; d¼ 13 and M1 ¼ 20;M2 ¼ 19.
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Fig. 13. MSE between the original image and the decrypted image via deviation in the orders of the two 2D fractional matrices.
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Fig. 15(b), which is the same as the original image. To give a
decryption example of the previous encrypted image with the
wrong order vectors, we use a0 ¼ a, b0 ¼ b, c0 ¼ cþδ1, and
d
0 ¼ dþδ2. Error vectors δ1 and δ2 are independent, and the
elements of both δ1 and δ2 are independent and uniformly
distributed over the two-element set f1;1g. That is to say,
elements of both δ1 and δ2 take values either -1 or 1 with equal
probability. Fig. 15(c) is the decrypted image, which shows that the
original image is successfully protected.
In addition, we study the sensitivities of the transform orders
which are parts of the decrypted keys in the double random phase
encoding scheme using the 2D transform kernel matrix with
multi-orders. The relations of the order vectors used for decryp-
tion and encryption are a0 ¼ aþβa, b0 ¼ bþβb, c0 ¼ cþβc , and
d
0 ¼ dþβd. Error order vectors βa, βb, βc and βd are independent,
and the elements of βa, βb, βc and βd are independent and
uniformly distributed over the two-element set fβ; βg. Fig. 16
(a)–(d) gives the MSE of the resulting decrypted images for various
values of β when only one order vector is changed. It is noted from
Fig. 16 that a deviation of 0.05 in any order vector will result in the
sufﬁciently high MSE between the original image and the
decrypted image. We also realize that the encrypted image can
be perfectly decrypted if and only if the transform orders are all
matched precisely.
Compared with the traditional double random phase encoding,
the proposed double random phase encoding using the new 2D
fractional kernel matrix with multi-orders is with a large key
space and has more ﬂexible keys for decryption and encryption,
because not only the order vectors of the two 2D fractional
matrices can vary from 0 to M, but also the parameters can be
changed to further enhance the security and robustness. Besides,
the MSE between the original image and decrypted image via
deviation in the order vectors demonstrates our proposed method
is much more sensitive to the decryption order error than that in
the DFRFT domain.
For an unauthorized user, blind decryption is considerably
difﬁcult to perform, because he has to test at least 24XY
combinations of the order vectors to decrypt the image. Due to
the grayscale image of “Lena” is a size of 512 512 pixel, the
amount of the combinations to be tested is enormous. That is to
say, even a brute-force cracking is an almost impossible task for an
unauthorized user. The security of the proposed method can be
further enhanced in the double random phase encoding used by
the 2D transform kernel matrix with multi-orders.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, fractional matrix generation by the periodic
matrix sequences is obtained. The series of different periodic
matrix sequences can be used to compute and construct different
fractional matrices. This is depended on the relationship between
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Fig. 14. MSE between the original image and the decrypted image via deviation in the parameters of the two 2D fractional matrices.
Fig. 15. The double random phase encoding used by the 2D transform kernel matrix with multi-orders. (a) Encrypted image; (b) Decrypted image with the correct order
vectors; (c) Decrypted image with the element errors of two decrypted order vectors uniformly distributed over the set f1;1g.
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the size and the period of the matrix sequence. We systematically
analyzed the construction method for the new fractional periodic
matrix that satisfying the additivity and the marginal properties.
Besides, we propose the double random phase encoding using 2D
fractional kernel matrix generation by periodic matrix sequence.
Simulation results and some application examples are also
presented. Especially, it is veriﬁed by the simulation results that
the image decryption using 2D fractional kernel matrix with
multi-orders is highly sensitive to the orders (or the order vectors)
and parameters of the two 2D fractional matrices in the proposed
double random phase encoding.
These results establish the multiplicity of the fractional
matrices and construct new relationships between different frac-
tional versions of a periodic matrix. These different fractional
matrices can be distinguished by the size, the period, the order
and the form of the matrix sequence. Besides, these generated
fractional matrices have more optional parameters and show a
broader group for the fractional matrices, which could be used in
image encryption and digital watermarking with better security.
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